Market Insights
What Visitors Want
to Purchase Online

Market insights
Introduction
This section of the toolkit will help
you to better understand your
customer – essential no matter
how small or big your operation
is, and no matter whether you are
experienced or new to developing
visitor experiences.
Read the profiles of the domestic market and of Ireland’s four main overseas markets to
understand who the customer is and what they like to do.
Here, we outline some interesting trends in the current market for visitor experiences.

Understanding
your customer
When selling visitor experiences, it’s good
to start with some simple but important
questions.
 Who is the customer?
 What are they looking for?

All customers are not the
same, and even a small
attraction or activity
business can have more
than one type of customer.
What’s important is to understand your
business mix and to tailor your experience
to suit each customer type.

 When do they want to do it?
 How and where will they find out
about your visitor experience?
 How and where will they book
your visitor experience?
 How will you know if they are
satisfied with it?
The more you understand the needs and
motivations of the person you’re selling to,
the better the decisions you make about
the experience you offer, and how, and
where, you make it available to book
and buy.
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International and national trends
are useful but it’s only half the
picture. It’s absolutely essential
to gather feedback and data
directly from your customers
and use it to guide your decision making.
Simple research tools include customer
comment cards, surveys (paper or
online), monitoring online reviews, asking
customers what they liked (or didn’t like)
when talking to them, and encouraging
staff to share customer feedback with you.

Pre Covid-19, what did
visitors purchase online?
Pre Covid-19, the state of the market for
visitor experiences was
 Only 18% of bookings made globally for
visitor experience were made online.
 Only 4% of bookings made globally
were made via an OTA.
 However, online is the fastest growing
channel (+14%).
 This growth is being largely driven by
OTAs (+21%).
 Digitisation is accelerating significantly.
Source: The Arival Sales & Distribution Report 2020

How travellers plan and
book experiences
 Attractions are the most popular
tour category booked (direct online
and through OTAs) in Ireland and are
enjoyed by all ages.
 Ages 18-34 = 88%.
 Ages 35-54 = 85%.
 Ages 55+ = 81%.
 Most plan and book online 1-2 days in
advance.
Source: The Arival Sales & Distribution Report 2020

According to The Arival
Consumer Survey 2019,
the biggest recognised
value proposition
for visitors to popular attractions,
activities or tours is being able to skip
the queue or gain fast access.
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Top selling categories on
Online Travel Agents (OTAs)
 Attraction
tickets are
what most
customers
search for and
book online. This is
a good traffic driver
for OTAs rather being
than a big revenue driver
for them.
 Day trips - second most
popular tour category booked in
Ireland through OTAs.
 Multi day tours - Highest gross
bookings value (GBV) tour
category booked in Ireland on
OTAs.

Post Covid-19, what is the picture?
Among the emerging trends are:
 Private tours: this was the fastest growing trend pre-Covid-19 as well. Post pandemic
there are obvious potential health benefits to this. Although the wider trend is that this
experience is marketed as being more authentic with a local guide, it is seen as unique.
Online platforms are taking advantage of this to market individual guides as private
tours.
 Outdoor activities: bike tours and outdoor walking tours were already growing quickly
as sustainable activities, but are now viewed as safer options too and their popularity is
set to continue to grow.
 Marketplaces: an emerging trend is different marketplaces operated by software
companies as aggregators of tours and activities inventory. For example, Fareharbor
is a popular channel manager and reservation system used by thousands of tour
operators. If you are a Fareharbor customer you now have the ability to sell products
and experiences by other Fareharbor customers via your website to compliment your
own offering. This can be a low-risk way of expanding your product portfolio to take
advantage of a category or perhaps geographical trend.

When do overseas visitors book
and when do they visit?

BOOK THEIR HOLIDAY
2-3 months
in advance

6 months
in advance

3-4 months in advance

GB

US

GERMANY & FRANCE

All year
round

April to
September

April to September

COME TO IRELAND
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5 things that make for a great
experience at a visitor attraction

01.
Story content
A good story goes a
long way.

Across our m
a
markets, the in overseas
most desirab
le
holiday exp
centred arou eriences are
nd sc
and culture, enery, history
walking, and
people who
are friendly a
nd
hospitable. M
ake
experience m sure your
eets these
needs.

02.
Guided tours
Tours make all the
difference.

03.

To successfully develop an
experience that will deliver
what the visitor is looking
for, put yourself in the shoes
of your visitors and map out their
journey at your site.

Story delivery
Interpretation tools
give lots of ways to
tell a story.

04.
Navigation
Coherent layouts are
important.

05.
Visitor management
remember the person
in the crowd.
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It is important that you not
only think about today’s
customer but also of your
future customer. Keep
abreast of trends to equip yourself
with the knowledge needed to
target future audiences. Doing so will
also help you to maintain a visitor
experience that is commercially and
environmentally sustainable and
successful.

See here for more information:

Attractions: Drivers of Satisfaction

